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Executive Summary

Common property verification tools are usually designed for checking the correct-
ness of discrete, and to a lesser extent real-time systems. The STL/PSL Monitor
tool extends the formal methods to the continuous and mixed-signal domain by
providing lightweight verification of properties on continuous and Booleandense
signals expressed in the STL/PSL logic.

Purpose

The purpose of this document is to describe the work done on the lighweightveri-
fication of properties on continuous and dense Boolean signals, and to provide the
user manual for the STL/PSL Monitor tool.

Intended Audience

This document is intended for formal methods researchers who are interested in
the analysis of timed and analog systems and who want to apply property-based
lighweight verification to the analog and mixed-signal designs.
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Background

This document presents the implementation of the algorithms described in the De-
liverable 3.2/6 [MNP06] and published in [MN04]. The specification language
used by the tool is STL/PSL described in PROSYD Deliverables 1.3/1[M05]and
1.3/2[NM+06].
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Glossary

Exhaustive verification

The process of proving the correctness of a system with respect to a formal speci-
fication by exhaustively exploring its mathematical model.

GUI

Graphical User Interface

Incremental marking

The lightweight verification by marking signals that are not available offline,but
are rather fed to the verification tool incrementally. It is used mainly for online
monitoring of ongoing simulations.

Leightweight verification

The procedure for proving the correctness of a single finite execution ofa system
with respect to a formal specification.

LTL

Linear-time Temporal Logic. A formal language commonly used to specify the
properties that a system has to satisfy.

MITL

Metric Interval Temporal Logic. The dense-time extension of the LTL logic,al-
lowing modalities ranging over a non-punctual interval.

Monitoring

Seelightweight verification .

Offline marking

The lightweight verification by marking signals that are already available offline
in one step. It is usually used for monitoring the results of simulations that are
already available and stored on a device.

PSL

Property Specification Language. The formal language based on LTL and regular
expressions upon which PROSYD is based.

STL/PSL

Signal Temporal Logic/Property Specification Language. The analog extension of
PSL

TCP/IP

Transmission Control Protocol/Internet Protocol
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Verification by Marking

Process of evaluating whether a set of signals satisfy a specified property. Unlike
automata-based approaches, the lightweight verification by marking manipulates
signals directly. See alsooffline andincremental marking.
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1 Introduction
The algorithmic verification field has been centered around the decision proce-
dures for model-checking temporal logic formulae. Temporal logic [MP95]is a
rigorous specification formalism used to describe desired behaviors of the system.
Logics like LTL (linear-time temporal logic) or CTL (computation-tree logic) are
commonly accepted and used in tools for the verification of discrete systems, and
underly the industrial standard PSL [KCV04, HFE04] language. The success of
temporal logics as property specification formalism used in verification is mainly
due to the development of efficient algorithms for translating formulae into corre-
sponding automata [VW86, SB00, GPVW95, GO01].

When consideringtimed models, a number of variants of real-time logics have
been proposed, such as MTL [Koy90], MITL [AFH96], TCTL [Y97], as well
as timed regular expressions[ACM02]. However, the correspondance between
these simply defined logics and timed automata [AD94] (automata augmented with
auxiliary variables calledclocks) is not as simple as for the untimed case. As a
consequence, until recently the only logic integrated into a timed verification tool
was TCTL, used in KRONOS [Y97].

The verification in thecontinuousdomain was made possible with the advent of
hybrid automataas a model for describing systems that have continuous dynamics
with switches, and the algorithms for exploring their state-space. However,the
scalability is still a major issue for the exhaustive verification of hybrid systems,
due to the explosion of the state space. Moreover, property-based verification of
hybrid systems is at its beginning, lacking proper specification formalisms dealing
with continuous variables.

Hence, the preferred validation method for continuous systems remains simula-
tion/testing. However, it has been noted that the specification element of verifica-
tion can be exported to the simulation through property monitors. The essenceof
this approach is the automatic construction of a monitor from the formula in the
form of a program that can be interfaced with the simulator and alert the user if the
property is violated by a simulation trace. This process is much more reliable than
manual (visual or textual) inspection of simulation traces, or manual construction
of property monitors.

This procedure is usually calledlightweight verificationor run-time verificationin
the software context. In this framework, the property monitor checks whether a
single trace (or a finite set of traces) satisfies the property specification.Tempo-
ral logic has been used as the specification language in a number of monitoring
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tools, including Temporal Rover (TR) [Dru00], FoCs [ABG+00], Java PathEx-
plorer (JPaX) [HR01] and MaCS [KLS+02].

The STL/PSL Monitor tool that we present in this document is an effort to fill
the existing gap in the property-based verification of continuous systems. It re-
lies on the STL/PSL logic, an extension of PSL and the real-time temporal logic
MITL, extended with constructs that allow the specify behaviours of continuous
variables, developed during the PROSYD project and described in the Deliver-
able 1.3/2[NM+06]. The tool automatically constructs property monitors from an
STL/PSL specification and checks whether the simulation traces satisfy the prop-
erty.

Present Section
Mandatory Features
Pointers to algorithms used Yes Section 5.2
List of target operating systems Yes Section 3.1
Explanations of coding standards Yes Section 4
Discussion of license issues Yes Section 3.2
User documentation and
imported/exported file formats Yes Section 2.1, 2.2, 2.3
Test suite Yes D3.4/2 [NM06b]
Standard input language - PSL Yes Section 2.2
Support for analog extensions as described in D3.2/6 Yes Section 2 and 5.2
Automatic generation of simulation monitors Yes Section 5.2
Nice to have features
Support extra features like rose() and fell() Partial Section 5.2

The Section 2 is a user manual for the STL/PSL Monitor tool with its installation
guide presented in Section 3. The implementation details are given in Section 4,
while the underlying theory of the algorithms used by the tool is discussed in
Section 5. Finally, we conclude the document in Section 6.
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2 STL/PSL Monitor Tool Man-
ual

This Section presents the user manual for the STL/PSL Monitor tool. The appli-
cation takes an STL/PSL property and a set of analog/Boolean signals as inputs,
and allows to monitor the correctness of the formula with respect to the input sig-
nals. Results are given both as a simplecorrect/incorrectanswer, but also as plots
showing representative signals of the property subformulae. The Figure1 shows
the main window of the STL/PSL Monitor tool.

Figure 1: STL/PSL Monitor Main Window
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2.1 Signal Management
The input signals in STL/PSL Monitor tool can be imported either statically from
a file or dynamically, using a simple protocol built on top of the TCP/IP network
communication protocol.

Offline Signal Input

Static import of signals is done via theSignal List frame shown in Figure 3.
Two types of input files are supported:

out The output format of Nanosim simulations

vcd The analog subset of the Value Change Dump format commonly used by
HDL and other simulators

The signals are imported in two steps. The first step consists in reading the header
of the simulation file and showing the available signals to the user in a separate
frame. The user makes a (possibly multiple) selection of signals that she needs for
the monitoring purpose. Only the selected signals are imported into the applica-
tion. The user can access the imported signal via theSignal List frame.

Figure 2: Signal Load Frame

The name of an imported signal can be changed. For this, the user needs toDouble
Click on the corresponding name in theSignal View frame, and to enter a new
name. The new name is confirmed with theEnter key. If the new name already
exists in the list of available signals, the renaming is cancelled and the old name is
restored. Figure 3 shows aSignal Frame with some signals having their names
shortened, in order to simplify the property specification.

To preview an imported signal from theSignal View frame, one needs to select
the signal and press theView Button. The preview of signals is discussed in more
ditails in Section 2.3.
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Figure 3: Signal List Frame with Signal Names Changed

Incremental Signal Input

The input signals can be imported into STL/PSL Monitor tool incrementally via
a simple protocol built on top of the TCP/IP network. A simulator that provides
the input signals needs to act as a client that connects to the STL/PSL Monitor
tool when an STL/PSL property is set for incremental evaluation. For moredetails
about the connection to the server, refer to the Section 2.2.

The client can send to the tool both Boolean and analog signals. They are en-
coded as a sequence of TCP/IP packets representing adjacent intervals in the for-
mat shown in Figure 4. All packets have a simple header containing their type
which determines the size of the packet and the type of subsequent data fields:

Analog Packet: a sample of the analog signal, containing its name, time and the
value

Boolean Packet: a Boolean interval, contains the name of the corresponding sig-
nal, the end points and the value of the interval

Termination Packet: Informs the tool that the simulation is over and no further
packets are sent

Figure 4: Incremental Signal Packet Format
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2.2 Property Management
The STL/PSL Monitor tool provides necessary components for managing the prop-
erties. The specification of STL/PSL properties is done in theSTL/PSL Property
Editor frame, discussed in Section 2.2. The properties that are ready to be eval-
uated are stored in theSTL/PSL Property List frame (Section 2.2. Finally, the
STL/PSL Property Evaluation frame is used for setting the monitoring options
and for starting the actual evaluation of the selected property, as explained in Sec-
tion 2.2.

Property Format

The syntax and semantic of the STL/PSL language supported by the tool is de-
scribed in the Deliverable 1.3/2 [NM+06]. The tool extends the STL/PSL language
by adding two constructs from theverificationlayer of PSL; theassert directive
indicating that the property has to hold, and thevprop verification unit allowing
to group together a set of STL/PSL assertions in order to monitor them in parallel.
We also add thedefine directive which allows us to define an anlog expression or
an STL/PSL property and then refer to it as to a variable within the assertion.Note
that Boolean variables have the prefixb: and analog variables the prefixa:.1 The
following production rules are used to specify a valid STL/PSL property:

Stl Psl Vprop :==

vprop IDENTIFIER { { Assert Directive } }

Define :==

define Analog Variable := Analog Expression ;
| define Boolean Variable := Stl Psl Property ;

Analog Variable :== a:STRING

Boolean Variable :== b:STRING

{ Define } Assert Directive ::==

IDENTIFIER assert : Stl Psl Property

/* See Deliverable 1.3/2 [NM+06] for the production rules of Stl Psl Property and

Analog Expression */

An example of a valid STL/PSL property recognized by the tool is shown in Fig-
ure 5.

1We need these prefixes in order to distinguish between Boolean and analog variables and hence
avoid potential conflicts
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vprop example {
define b:asig_cond := a:asig1 <=3.5;

first assert:
always distance (a:asig1, a:asig2, 3.5);

second assert:
always (b:asig_cond ->
eventually! [0:200] (a:asig2 > 5.5));

}

Figure 5: Example STL/PSL Property

Property Editing

STL/PSL Property Editor frame shown in Figure 6 is a simple editor of input
properties. A property verification unit can be either written from scratchin the
editor or loaded from a text file with thestl extention using theOpen button. A
vprop is saved to a file via theSave button. TheAdd button transforms the textual
description of a property into its valid parse-tree that is added into theSTL/PSL
Property List frame.

Figure 6: Property Editor Frame
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Property List

TheSTL/PSL Property List frame (Figure 7) stores the list of valid STL/PSL
property parse-trees. The textual description of the property can be loaded back
into the editor with theView button. The evaluation frame of the selected property
is invoked by theEvaluate button.

Figure 7: Property List Frame

Property Evaluation

TheProperty Evaluation frame allows the user to monitor the correctness of a
set of assertions defined in an STL/PSLvprop verification unit with respect to the
input traces. The frame contains the following parts:

Vrop Structure View: Shows thevprop set of assertions in a tree view, following
the parse structure of the formula. It also allows to view the signal plot of
each evaluated sub-formula.

Monitoring Options: Allows the user to choose betweenoffline and incremen-
tal evaluation. For theincrementalevaluation, some additional options are
available.

Evaluation Status: Contains some useful messages about the current evaluation
status of the monitoring process.

Monitoring Buttons: The Monitor button starts the evaluation process of the
STL/PSL formula. TheReset button clears the current results, allowing
to reevaluate the same formula (for example with different input signals).
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Figure 8: Property Evaluation Frame

An exampleProperty Evaluation is shown in Figure 8.

Thevprop unit is shown in the evaluation frame in a form of a tree, where nodes
correspond to different sub-formulae. Each node contains three distinctive infor-
mation:

• The icon showing the type of the subformula:

– Analog subformula

– Temporal subformula

– Distance-based subformula

• The name of the operator with its parameters, if any.

• The name of the subformula, if any (onlyassertionsandvariableshave a
specific name).

Theassertionsare considered as particular nodes in thevprop unit parse tree, as
they represent the top-level formulae. The user is interested in their correctness.
We show visually whether an assertion within avprop is true by highlighting it
using the following color scheme:

Yellow: Marks anundeterminedassertion. An assertion is undetermined if it has
not been evaluated yet, either because the monitoring procedure has notyet
been started, some input variables defined in the assertion are missing or the
vprop unit is in the process of evaluation in the incremental mode, and there
has not been yet enough input to determine the correctness of the assertion.

Green: The assertion iscorrect, ie. its evaluation signal istrueat time 0.
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Red: The assertion isincorrect, ie. its evaluation signal isfalseat time 0.

The user has the option to conduct the evaluation of an STL/PSL property either
offlineor incrementally. In the offline monitoring case, the input signals are taken
from the available signals in theSignal View Frame and the property is evalu-
ated with respect to them. If one or more input signals are missing, the monitor-
ing procedure tries to evaluate thevprop unit anyways, but without the guarantee
to bring any conclusive result. However, in some cases a definite response can
be given even if some inputs are missing. Consider as an example the assertion
always (p and q). If the signalp is false at some time, we don’t need the input
signalq to conclude that the assertion isfalse.

The incremental procedure requires an online feed of input signals, through TCP/IP
protocol. There are two additional options for the incremental evaluation ofa prop-
erty:

Keep the history: The incremental marking procedure separates each evaluation
signal into two parts, the first part that has already been used by and is
not relevent anymore to the parent formula, and the second part that is still
needed by the parent formula in order to make its own updates. By checking
this option, the user enforces the tool to keep in memory portions of signals
that are not needed anymore by the incremental marking procedure. This
option is useful for understanding the reasons of an evaluation that failsby
providing the complete history of the monitoring execution.

Wait for termination: The incremental procedure stops by default the evaluation
as soon as all the top formulae (assertions) are determined. This is especially
helpful when dealing with monitoring assertions that are falsified before the
end of a (potentially long) simulation. However, in some cases, the user
would like to persue with the monitoring until the end of the simulation. This
options allows to force waiting for the end of the simulation (termination
packet).

TheMonitor button is used to start the evaluation procedure. In theofflinecase,
it applies the marking algorithm on the parse tree of the formula, using the avail-
bale signals as inputs. In the case of theincrementalmarking, a server thread is
launched, listening for a new client (a simulator for example) to connect. The
default TCP/IP port on which the tool listens for the client is8022. The client
has to provide the inputs incrementally, by sending the TCP/IP packets encoded
in the format described in Section 2.1. Each packet that is received is processed,
and the incremental procedure tries to update different subformula based on new
information.

The results of an evaluation can be cleared with theReset button. The visualize
the results, the user selects the relevant subformula in the parse tree view,and
clicks on theView button.
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2.3 Visualization of Results
Each operator in STL/PSL (Boolean, temporal or analog) contains an associated
representativesignal. The signals corresponding to different operators are visual-
ized as plots. The STL/PSL Monitor tool provides three types of plots:

Analog Plot: Shows the values of the variables and functions from theanalog
layerof STL/PSL (Figure 9).

Boolean Plot: Shows thesatisfaction signal(truth values) of Boolean variables
and expressions, as well as of temporal operators (Figure 10).

Distance Plot: Provides the visualisation ofthresholdand threshold delaydis-
tance operators. Consists of three distinct plots, as shown in Figure 11. The
first one displays the reference signal with an “envelop” ofthresholdsize
around it, as well as the input signal. The second plot shows the absolute dif-
ference between the input and the reference signal and the threshold value.
In this plot we can see how the distance between the reference signal andthe
input evolves over time with respect to the threshold. Finally, the third plot
contains the satisfaction signal of the distance operator.

To save the visualization plots as Portable Network Graphicspng files, the user
has toRight Click on the plot and choose theSave option.

Figure 9: Analog Plot Frame
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Figure 10: Boolean Plot Frame

Figure 11: Distance Plot Frame
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3 Installation

3.1 System Requirements
The STL/PSL Monitor tool was developed on a Debian GNUL/Linux x86 ma-
chine. It requires the following libraries for its installation:

• Qt [QT] (v. 4.1.0) library used for the Graphical User Interface

• Qwt [QWT] (v. 5.0.0rc) library providing the plotting widgets forQt

• Flex [FLX] lexical scanner (v. 2.5.31) andBison [BIS] parser (v. 1.875d)
for reading STL/PSL properties and signal files

The tool was tested with the versions of external libraries that appear between the
brackets.

3.2 Licence Issues
The STL/PSL Monitor tool is distributed under the following licence:

Copyright (C) Verimag/IMAG. All rights reserved.

This software may be freely used, copied and redistributed without fee for non-
commerical purposes provided that this copyright notice is preserved intact on all
copies and modified copies.

There is no warranty or other guarantee of fitness of this software. It isprovided
solely ”as is”. The author disclaims all responsibility and liability with respect to
this software’s usage or its effect upon hardware or computer systems.
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3.3 Installation
In order to install STL/PSL Monitor tool:

1. Unzipstl-monitor.tar.gz
tar xvfz stl-monitor.tar.gz

2. Set the environmental variableQWT to point to the directory where the Qwt
library is installed

3. Goto thestl-monitor directory
cd stl-monitor

4. Create a Makefile from the Qt project file
qmake stl-monitor.pro

5. Make the binaries
make

6. Launch the application
./stl-monitor

14 • Installation Manual for Property-based automatic
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4 Implementation
STL/PSL Monitor tool was implemented on a GNU/Linux x86 machine inC++
with theQt library standing as the basis for its Graphical User Interface.

C++ was chosen mainly for its object-oriented programming model. It allowed us
to treat in a uniform manner different types of STL/PSL operators and signals and
to simplify the recursive evaluation algorithm.

The graphical components of the tool are based on theQt library, as one of the de-
facto standards of GUI application developpment forC/C++ under Linux. We use
the most important features ofQt, such as the graphical component communication
via Signals andSlots, and to some extent theModel/View architecture for the
separation of data from the way it is presented to the user.

Figure 12 presents a high-level view of the tool’s architecture. It shows main
components of the application and their inter-communication, hiding the imple-
mentation details. Boxes represent modules that manipulate data-structures shown
as waivy polygones. Separate threads in the application are shown as dotted boxes.

The application takes two types of inputs, theSTL/PSL Property and the in-
put signals. Properties are edited in theSTL/PSL Property Edit module, and
can be either written back to a file, or transformed in theSTL/PSL Property
Parse-Tree data structure, stored internally by the tool.

Input signals are loaded by theSignal Input module in an offline fasion, either
from aNanoSim file or aValue Change Dump file and are stored internally as
Signal data structure. Signals can also be imported incrementally, via theServer
module, which establishes a TCP/IP connection with a simulator or any other client
which can provide inputs according to the predefined protocol. TheServer mod-
ule is a separate thread, created by the main application. This way, receivingand
processing input packets can be done concurrently.

TheSTL/PSL Property Evaluatormonitors an input property stored inSTL/PSL
Property Parse-Treewith respect to the input signals. It has two modes,Offline
and Incremental. Depending on the mode, the input signal is either loaded
from theSignal structure, or is incrementally updated from theServer. Finally,
Signal Plot data structure is a visual representation of theSignal structure.

Manual for Property-based automatic
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STL/PSL Property NanoSim file Value Change Dump
file

Simulator
(Client)

STL/PSL Property
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STL/PSL Property
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STL/PSL Monitor Tool
Architecture

(thread)

Figure 12: STL/PSL Monitor Tool Architecture
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5 Underlying Theory
This Section describes various algorithms used in the STL/PSL tool. It represents
mainly the adaptation and the extension of the algorithms described in Sections 6
and 9 of the PROSYD Deliverable 3.2/6 [MNP06].

5.1 Signal Representation
A signalξ of finite length over an arbitrary domainD is defined as a partial function
ξ : R≥0 →D whose domain of definition is the intervalI = [0, r). We are interested
in two particular types of signals and their effective representation, the Boolean
signalsξb (D = B) and the continuous signalsξa (D = R).

Some properties that are used in the algorithms presented are valid for arbitrary
signals. A signal whose value is defined on an interval[0, r) is called finite, its
length is denoted by|ξ| = r and we use the notationξ[t] = ⊥ whent ≥ |ξ|. The
restriction of a signal to lengthd is defined as

ξ′ = 〈ξ〉d iff ξ′[t] =
{

ξ[t] if t < d
⊥ otherwise

Theconcatenationξ = ξ1 · ξ2 of two signalsξ1 andξ2 defined over the intervals
[0, r1) and[0, r2) respectively is a signal over[0, r1 + r2) defined as:

ξ[t] =

{

ξ1[t] if t < r1

ξ2[t − r1] otherwise

Thed-suffixof a signalξ is the signalξ′ = d\ξ obtained fromξ by removing the
prefix 〈ξ〉d from ξ, that is,

ξ′[t] = ξ[t +d] for everyt ∈ [0, |ξ|−d)

Different signals (Boolean or continuous) can be combined and separated using
the standard operations ofpairing andprojectiondefined as

ξ1 || ξ2 = ξ12 if ∀t ξ12[t] = (ξ1[t],ξ2[t])
ξ1 = π1(ξ12) ξ2 = π2(ξ12)
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In particular,πp(ξb) will denote the projection of the Boolean signalξb on the
dimension that corresponds to propositionp (and converselyπa(ξa) denotes pro-
jection of the continuous signalξa on the dimension corresponding to the analog
variablea. For a union of Boolean and analog signalsξ = ξa∪ξb, we assume that
πa(ξ) is equivalent toπa(ξa) andπp(ξ) is equivalent toπp(ξb).

The dense time domain presents a number of potential problems for the represen-
tation of Boolean signals. However, even in the dense time domain, non-Zeno
Boolean signals2 of finite length admit a finite representation that we callinter-
val coveringas a sequence of intervalsξb = I0 · I1 · . . . , Ik such thatI0 = [0, t1),
Ii = [ti , ti+1), Ik = [tk−1, r), the value ofξb is constant in every interval,ξb(Ii+1) =

¬ξb(Ii),
S

Ii = I andIi ∩ I j = /0 for everyi 6= j. An interval coveringI ′ is said to
refineI , denoted byI ′ ≺ I if ∀I ′ ∈ I ′ ∃I ∈ I such thatI ′ ⊆ I .

An interval coveringI is said to beconsistentwith a signalξb if ξb[t] = ξb[t ′] for
everyt, t ′ belonging to the same intervalIi . In that case we can use the notation
ξb(Ii). Clearly, if I is consistent withξb, so is anyI ′ satisfyingI ′ ≺ I . We restrict
ourselves to signals offinite variability, that is, signals admitting a finite consistent
interval covering. We denote byIξb

theminimal interval covering consistent with
a finite variability signalξb. The set of positive intervals ofξb is I +

ξ = {I ∈ Iξb
:

ξb(I) = 1} and the set of negative intervals isI −ξb
= Iξb

− I +
ξb

.

A signalξb is said to beunitary if I +
ξb

is a singleton. Any finite-variability signal

ξb can be decomposed into a union ofk unitary signals such thatξb = ξ1
b∨ . . .∨ξk

b,
see Figure 13.

ξ

ξ1

ξ2

ξ3

Figure 13: A signalξ and its unitary decomposition(ξ1,ξ2,ξ3).

Unlike Boolean signals, continuous signals do not admit anexact finite representa-
tion and numerical simulators usually produce afinitecollection of sampling pairs
(t,ξa[t]) with t ranging over some interval[0, r) ⊆ R≥0. This finite representation
is in contrast to continuous signals defined in the STL/PSL language (see Deliv-
erable 1.3/2 [NM+06] asideal mathematical objectsconsisting of an uncountable
number of pairs(t,ξa[t]) for all t ∈ [0, r).

Hence, STL/PSL Monitor tool represents continuous signals internally as afi-
nite sequence of sampling pointsξa = (t0,ξa[t0]) · (t1,ξa[t1]) · (t2,ξa[t2]) . . . with
t0 < t1 < t2 . . .. The values ofξa[t] in between two sample pointsti andti+1 with
ti < t < ti+1, are approximated by the tool using thelinear interpolation. The

2Boolean signals that cannot switch their value infinitely many times in a bounded interval of time
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analog domain does not maintain the same standards of exactness and exhaustive-
ness as in the digital verification domain, and the linear interpolation was chosen
as a good tradeoff between approximation quality and computational efficiency.
The linear interpolation is implicit in the representation of the continuous sig-
nals, and is effectively taken into account when manipulating such signals via the
threshold-based Boolean abstraction and the built-in functions of theanalog layer
of STL/PSL. For a detailed discussion on the problems induced by the finite repre-
sentation of continuous signals, refer to the Section 8 of the PROSYD Deliverable
3.2/6 [MNP06].

In the rest of this document, the notationξ is used for a multidimentional signal
containing signals with the arbitrary domain,ξb for Boolean andξa for continuous
signals. The abstraction of the domain is useful for the implementation of the
algorithm as it allows to treat uniformly operations on Boolean and continuous
signals.

5.2 Checking STL/PSL Properties
The STL/PSL Monitor tool implements and extends the marking procedures for
checking timed properties described in the Section 6 of the PROSYD Deliverable
3.2/6 [MNP06]. They are based on the bottom-up propagation of values of sub-
formulae in the parse-tree of an STL/PSL property. Two algorithms have been
implemented:

Offline marking: This procedure assumes that the input multi-dimensional signal
ξ = ξa∪ξb is already available, and the marking procedure is applied on the
entire signal, propagating at once the values of subformulae, up to obtaining
the truth value of the main formula.

Incremental marking: The incremental procedure updates the marking each time
a new segment of the input signal is observed. It is useful in detecting early
violation of an STL/PSL property and can be applied in parallel with the
simulation process.

Each subformula of an STL/PSL property has an associatedrepresentative signal
ξ′. A Boolean representative signal is called thesatisfaction signalξ′b = χϕ(ξb).
The signalξ′b = χ f (ξb) satisfiesξ′b[t] = 1 iff (ξb, t) |= ϕ. The continuous represen-
tative signalξ′a = χϕ(ξa) corresponds to the result of applying the operationϕ to
the input signalξa. Due to the non-causality of STL/PSL, the value ofξ′[t] is not
necessarily known at timet, that is, after observingξ[t], and may depend on future
values ofξ.
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Some extensions have been done to the algorithms presented in the Deliverable
3.2/6 [MNP06]. The marking procedure implemented in the tool supports the
strong and weak interpretation of temporal STL/PSL operators and updates ac-
cordingly the truth values of the corresponding satisfaction signal according. Fur-
thermore, certain Boolean operators in the temporal layer of STL/PSL are opti-
mized in order to update the truth values of their satisfaction signal even whenthe
input signals are not complete.

STL/PSL Temporal Logic

In this Section, we describe the syntax and semantics of the basic subset ofSTL/PSL.
We restrict the discussion to this subset, as the other operators are simply derivable
from the basic operators. Refer to the Deliverable 1.3/2 [NM+06] for the definition
of full STL/PSL. The syntax of STL/PSL is defined by the grammar

φ := a | φ1 ?φ2 | ddt(φ1) | φ1[c] | abs(φ1)

ϕ := p | φ◦c | ¬ϕ | ϕ1∨ϕ2 | ϕ1U
s
[a,b]ϕ2 | ϕ1U

sϕ2

where p belongs to a setP = {p1, . . . , pn} of propositional variables,a to a set
A = {a1, . . . ,am} of analog variables,? ∈ {−,+,∗}, ◦ ∈ {≤,>}, c ∈ Q andb >

a ≥ 0 are rational numbers (in fact, it is sufficient to consider integer constants).
A valid STL/PSL property needs to haveϕ as the top-level operator. We will use
the notationψ = φ∪ϕ when we don’t need to distinguish betweenφ andϕ types
of subformulae.

From basic STL/PSL operators one can derive other standard Booleanand tempo-
ral operators, in particular theeventuallyandalwaysoperators:

♦s
[a,b]ϕ = T U s

[a,b]ϕ and ¤w
[a,b]ϕ = ¬♦s

[a,b]¬ϕ
♦sϕ = T U sϕ and ¤wϕ = ¬♦s¬ϕ

We interpret STL/PSL overn-dimensional union of analog and Boolean signals.
The semantics of formulae inφ is defined as follows:

a(t) = πa(ξ(t))
(φ1 ?φ2)(t) = φ1(t)?φ2(t)
ddt(φ1)(t) = d φ1t

dt
φ1[c](t) = φ1(t +c)

abs(φ1)(t) =

{

φ1(t) if φ1(t) ≥ 0
−φ1(t) otherwise

Let us denoteT f = [0, |ξ|). The satisfiability relation ofϕ is defined similarly to
PSL.
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(ξ, t) |= p ↔ p[t] =
(ξ, t) |= φ◦c ↔ φ[t]◦c
(ξ, t) |= ¬ϕ ↔ (ξ, t) 6|= ϕ
(ξ, t) |= ϕ1∨ϕ2 ↔ (ξ, t) |= ϕ1 or (ξ, t) |= ϕ2

(ξ, t) |= ϕ1U
sϕ2 ↔ ∃t ′ ∈ [t,∞)∩T

f (ξ, t ′) |= ϕ2 and
∀t ′′ ∈ [t, t ′],(ξ, t ′′) |= ϕ1

ξ, t) |= ϕ1U
s
[a,b]ϕ2 ↔ ∃t ′ ∈ t ⊕ [a,b]∩T

f (ξ, t ′) |= ϕ2 and

∀t ′′ ∈ [t, t ′],(ξ, t ′′) |= ϕ1

(ξ, t) |= ♦sϕ ↔ ∃t ′ ∈ [t,∞)∩T
f (ξ, t ′) |= ϕ

(ξ, t) |= ♦s
[a,b]ϕ ↔ ∃t ′ ∈ t ⊕ [a,b]∩T

f (ξ, t ′) |= ϕ

Offline Marking

This algorithm presents an extension of the one presented in [MN04] and the De-
liverable 3.2/6 [MNP06]. Its input is an STL/PSL formulaψ and ann-dimensional
signalξ = ξa∪ξb of lengthr containing both Boolean and analog inputs. They are
distinguished by projecting the right dimension ofξ to the proper domainD with
respect to the subformula type (ψ = φ or ψ = ϕ). For every sub-formulaψ1 of
ψ it computes its representative signalχψ1(ξ). In the Deliverable 3.2/6 [MNP06]
we assumed that the temporal operators of STL/PSL were bounded, with theguar-
antee that the properties were fully determined for signals that are long enough.
We include in the tool the unboundeduntil as well, and maintain the guarantee
of determined properties by usingweakandstrong interpretation of the temporal
operators in the style of PSL.

The algorithm for marking the property is recursive on the structure (parse-tree)
of the formula. It goes down until the propositional and analog variables,whose
values are determined directly byξ, and then propagates values as it comes up from
the recursion. We will useOP for arbitrary logical, temporal or analog operators.
We also use a listList(T) to group together objects of the same typeT. A useful
example isList(ψc), a list of children subformulaeψc

3. As a preparation for the
incremental version, we do not passξ andχϕ as input or output parameters but
rather store them in global data structures.

The main calculations in this algorithm are done by the COMBINE function which
for an operatorOP and its subformulaeList(ψc) computesχψ from the signals
χψi whereψi ∈ List(ψc). Note that differentχψi may differ in length. Detailed
description on the implementation of the COMBINE function is given in the next
Section.

3This way we represent uniformly operators of any cardinality
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Algorithm 1 : OFFLINESTLPSL

input : an STL/PSL Formulaψ
switch ψ do

casep propositional variable
χψ := πp(ξ);

end
casea analog variable

χψ := πa(ξ);
end
caseOP(List(ψc)) logical, temporal or analog operator

foreach ψi ∈ List(ψc) do
OFFLINESTLPSL (ψi);

end
χψ := COMBINE(OP,List(χψc));

end
end

Combine Function

In this Section, we describe how the COMBINE function works for different op-
erators of STL/PSL. In the general algorithm, we used abstract notationssuch as
ψ and lists of arguments, allowing us to unify the COMBINE procedure for all the
analog, Boolean and logical operators. When describing COMBINE to each partic-
ular operator, we instantiate the types and replace the lists by explicit enumeration
of the arguments according to the cardinality of the operator.

χφ := COMBINE (?,χφ1,χφ2) The pointwise arithmetic operations on continuous
signalsχφ1 and χφ2, is done by applying the operation to their sampling
points with matching time values. Since the two signals may not be sam-
pled at the same rate, we first refine them. The refinement is done by taking
each signal, and adding to it the samples at times where the other signal is
originally sampled. The values of new samples are approximated using the
linear interpolation. The resulting signal is calculated by taking pointwise
arithmetic operation of each corresponding pair of samples.

χφ := COMBINE (abs,χφ1) The absolute valueχφ of χφ1 is calculated by taking
the absolute value of each sample inχφ1 and a[[ending it toξφ.

χφ := COMBINE (ddt,χφ1) The derivative ofχφ1 is approximated by taking con-

secutive samplesχφ1[ti ] andχφ1[ti+1] and calculating the valuev=
χφ1[ti+1]−χφ1[ti ]

ti+1−ti
.

χφ := COMBINE ([c],χφ1) The shifting of continuous signalχφ1 is computed by
assigningχφ[t−c] = χφ1[t] for all samples inχφ1, except the ones wheret < c,
in which case the sample is discarded. The only subtle point is when we have
two samplesχφ1[ti ] andχφ1[ti+1] such thatti < 0 andti+1 > c. In that case,
we need to approximate the value ofχφ at time 0 by linearly interpolating
the value ofχφ1 at timec.
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χϕ := COMBINE (≤ c,χφ1) The Boolean abstraction of a continuous signalχφ1

with respect to a constantc is done by comparing consecutive samplesχφ1[ti ]
andχφ1[ti+1] to c. When both values are smaller or equal thanc, the cor-
responding Boolean intervalI = [ti , ti+1) in χϕ is assigned totrue, and vice
versa. If the value ofc is crossed byχφ1 in betweenti andti+1, the linear
interpolation is used to find the time of crossingt. In that case, two intervals
I1 = [ti , t), I2 = [t, ti+1) of opposite values (depending whetherχϕ1[ti ] ≤ c or
χϕ1[ti+1] ≤ c) are appended toχϕ.

χϕ := COMBINE (¬,χϕ1) The negation is computed by simply changing the Boolean
value of each minimal interval in the representation ofχϕ1.

χϕ := COMBINE (∨,χϕ1,χϕ2) For the disjunction we first construct a refined in-
terval coveringI = {I1, . . . , Ik} for χϕ1||χϕ2 so that the mutual values of both
signals become uniform in every interval. Then we compute the disjunction
interval-wise, that is,ϕ(Ii) = ϕ1(Ii)∨ϕ2(Ii). Finally we merge adjacent inter-
vals having the same Boolean value to obtain the minimal interval covering
Iχϕ .

χϕ := COMBINE (♦s
[a,b],χϕ1) This is the most important part of our procedure

which computesχϕ := SHIFT[a,b](ξϕ1). For every positive intervalI ∈ I +
ϕ1

we compute its back shiftingI ª [a,b]∩T and insert it toI +
ϕ. Overlapping

positive intervals inI +
ϕ are merged to obtain a minimal consistent interval

covering. In the process, all the negative intervals shorter thanb−a disap-
pear.4

χϕ := COMBINE (U s
[a,b],χϕ1,χϕ2) The implementation of the timeduntil operator

is based on the equivalenceϕ1U
s
[a,b]ϕ2 ↔ ♦s

[a,b](ϕ1∧ϕ2)∧ϕ1 whenχϕ1 is a
unitary signal. This is because for a unitary signal, ifϕ1 holds att1 and att2
it must hold during all the interval. This does not hold for arbitrary signals,
see Figure 14. In order to treat the general case whereχϕ1 is an arbitrary
signal we first need to decompose it into the unitary signalsχ1

ϕ1
, . . . ,χk

ϕ1
and

then compute
χi

ϕ = SHIFT[a,b](χi
ϕ1
∧χϕ2)∧χi

ϕ1

for eachi ∈ [1,k]. Finally we recompose the resulting signals by as

χϕ =
k

_

i=1

χi
ϕ.

.

4Another way to see it is as shifting thenegativeintervals by[b,a].
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p = p1∨ p2

q = q1∨q2

s1 = p∩q

s2 = s1ª [a,b]

s3 = s2∩ p

pU [a,b]q = s3

(a)

p2

q1

s4 = p2∩q1

s5 = s4ª [a,b]

s6 = s5∩ p2

p2

q2

s7 = p2∩q2

s9 = s8∩ p2

s8 = s7ª [a,b]

pU [a,b]q = s6∨s9

(b)

Figure 14: Marking forpU [a,b]q via marking for♦[a,b](π∧ p)∧ p: (a) with non-unitary signals
we obtain wrong results; (b) with a unitary decomposition ofp andq we obtain correct results.
The computation withp1 is omitted as it has an empty intersection withq.

Incremental Marking

Incremental marking is performed using a kind of piecewise-online procedure in-
voked each time a new segment ofξ, denoted by∆ξ, is observed. For each sub-
formulaψ1 the algorithm stores its already-computed satisfying signal partitioned
into a concatenation of two signalsχψ1 ·∆ψ1 with χψ1 consisting of values already
propagated to the super-formula ofψ1, and∆ψ1, consists of values that have al-
ready been computed but which have not yet propagated to the super-formula and
can still influence it.

Initially all signals are empty. Each time a new segment∆ξ is read, a recursive
procedure similar to the offline procedure is invoked, which updates every χψ1 and
∆ψ1 from the bottom up. The difference with respect to the offline algorithm is that
only the segments of the signal that has not been propagated upwards participate
in the update of their super-formulae. This may result in a lot of saving whenthe
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signal is very long.

As an illustration consider a temporal binary formulaϕ = OP(ϕ1,ϕ2) and the
corresponding truth signals of Figure 15-(a). Before the update we always have
|χϕ ·∆ϕ| = |χϕ1| = |χϕ2|: the parts∆ϕ1 and∆ϕ2 that may still affectϕ are those that
start at the point from which the satisfaction ofϕ is still unknown. We apply the
COMBINE procedure on∆ϕ1 and∆ϕ2 to obtain a new (possibly empty) segmentα
of ∆ϕ. This segment is appended to∆ϕ in order to be propagated upwards, but be-
fore that we need to shift the borderline betweenχϕ1 and∆ϕ1 (as well as between
χϕ2 and∆ϕ2) in order to reflect the update of∆ϕ. The procedure is described in
Algorithm 2.

χϕ ∆ϕ

χϕ1

χϕ2

∆ϕ

χϕ1 ∆ϕ1

χϕ2 ∆ϕ2

∆ϕ1

χϕ

∆ϕ2

α

(a) (b)

Figure 15: A step in an incremental update: (a) A new segmentα for ϕ is computed from
∆ϕ1 and∆ϕ2; (b) α is appended to∆ϕ and the endpoints ofχϕ1 andχϕ1 are shifted forward
accordinly.

Optimization of Boolean operators

In the case of certain binary Boolean operators, the resulting truth value at a timet
can be deduced even if one of the input values is not known at timet. We use the
following equivalences in order to be able to make updates when one of the inputs
is unknown:

F∧⊥ = F
T∨⊥ = T
F→⊥ = T

An example of how the optimization works is shown in Figure 16 for the con-
junction of two formulae. The consequence of the optimization is that certain
properties can be determined even if all the inputs are not present. Note that, some
other operators, such as timed until, use indirectly this optimization, because of
the equivalenceϕ1U

s
[a,b]ϕ2 = ϕ1∧♦s

[a,b](ϕ1∧ϕ2), whenχϕ1 is a unitary signal.
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Algorithm 2 : INC-OFFLINE-STLPSL

input : an STL/PSL Formulaψ and an increment∆ξ of a signal

switch ψ do
casep

∆ψ := ∆ψ ·πp(∆ξ);
end
casea

∆ψ := ∆ψ ·πa(∆ξ);
end
caseOP(List(ψc))

foreach ψi ∈ List(ψc) do
INC-OFFLINE-STLPSL (ψi);

end
α := COMBINE(OP,List(∆ψc));
d := |α| ;
∆ϕ := ∆ϕ ·α ;
foreach ψi ∈ List(ψc) do

χψi := χψi · 〈∆ψi 〉d ;
∆ψi := d\∆ψi

end
end

end

(a) (b)

χϕ1

χϕ2

χϕ1∧ϕ2
χϕ1∧ϕ2

χϕ1

χϕ2

Figure 16: Boolean Optimization: (a) Before the update (2)χϕ2 is updated, andχϕ1∧ϕ2 ac-
cordingly

Freeze operator

The STL/PSL Monitor tool implements thefreeze operatorwhich is not part of
the STL/PSL language. The syntax of the operator isfreeze(x,cond,c) where
x is an analog expression,cond is a Boolean expression andc is a constant (time
delay).

freeze(x,cond,c) returns the value ofx during the interval[0, t +c) wheret is
the time point where the freeze conditioncond becomestrue. At t +c the current
value ofx is frozen, and that value is returned until the end of the trace. We can
see an example of the freeze operator in Figure 17.

The freeze operator was defined and implemented into the tool, as a requestof ana-
log designers of ST Italy as part of the effort on the analog case study presented
in Deliverable 3.4/2 [NM06b]. However, its semantics are difficult to definefor-
mally in the spirit of temporal logics, and hence the freeze operator has notbeen
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officially included in the STL/PSL language described in Deliverable 1.3/2??.

x

cond

freeze(x,cond,c)

c

t t + c

x[t + c]

x[t + c]

Figure 17: Freeze Operator

Approximating events

The Boolean signals in STL/PSL language are defined as a concatenation of left-
closed right-open intervalsI = [t1, t2) such thatt2 > t1. This means that point-
wise intervals (or events) cannot be represented as an intervalI = [t1, t1) is empty.
Hence we cannot express in STL/PSL the raise and fall of a Boolean signal. How-
ever, raise and fall operations can be approximated to arbitrary precision using the
following formulae:

raise(p) ≈ ¬p∧♦s
≤ε p

f all(p) ≈ p∧♦s
≤ε¬p

The property¬p∧♦s
≤ε p is evaluated totrue in the interval[t − ε, t) wheret is the

exact point wherep becomestrue. We can see that by choosing a sufficiently small
ε, theraise(p) property is well approximated. As an example, consider the signal
p in Figure 18(a). The perfect raise ofp is captured in Figure 18(b). Figures 18(c)
and (d) show two approximations ofraise(p) with approximation errorε1 andε2

respectively, such thatε2 << ε1. We can see that by decreasing the size of theε
constant, the approximation gets better.
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p

raise(p)

¬p ∧ ♦≤ε1
p

¬p ∧ ♦≤ε2
p

Figure 18: Approximation ofraise(p)
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6 Conclusion
The STL/PSL Monitor tool is, to the best of our knowledge, the only property-
based lightweight verification tool for the continuous systems. As a pioneering
work, we hope that it will help promote formal methods beyond their traditional
domains. The simple and elegant marking procedure is interesting in itself as it
provides solid bases for also checking purely timed MITL properties.
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